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The Highest Grade of Cleaning and Pressing with quick service and right prices. New location 27 E. Washington St. We have decided to do Club Work this year and have organized the Prosperity Pressing

The Varsity Wardrobe

Club—Better join it. The wagon will call for your suit in the morning and deliver the same night. Four suits per month Brushed and Perfectly Pressed for $5 a suit. Phone 54.
WELCOME BACK to CAMPUS LIFE

It has been one of the fortunate incidents in the life of this store to be for more than forty years a witness of the campus life of Iowa's great university. Each new school year brings to us a host of new blood. Freshmen, they are for one short year. But from them we have seen developed the athletes, the scholars, the forensic stars, who have gone out a few years later laden with varsity honors. To these new ones, to those who return for further studies and work and a new series of campus experiences, we wish to join in saying, "WELCOME HERE FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR OF '11-'12!"

Clothes of Character

Old students know us and new students will soon come to know us as the house that sells Max Mayer CLOTHES OF CHARACTER. That term covers the last word in those essentials which differentiate our kind of clothing from the mass, which give to our patrons an individuality, an air of distinction sought for by every man of discriminating taste.

Featuring Strongest Known Lines

Our ready-to-wear clothing is the cream of the best that the ready-to-wear world knows. You'll find in our clothing the trade marks of Stein-Bloch, of F. Blimline, maker of College Brand clothes. You will find evidence also that clothes value here are always uniformly superior.

A Price Range from $10 to $30

We can always suit your demands as to fit as well as price because our stock is equal to all occasions.

The Home of Happy Dressers

Happy Dressers

High Class Tailoring

The tailoring department maintained in connection with this store has a long history of satisfactory custom work behind it. The patrons of this department are assured of expert service in cutting and perfection of fit is guaranteed. Just now our new suitings for fall and winter, including the rich rough wea so popular this season, are here for inspection.

Gym Suits---Athletic Furnishings

The Max Mayer store is athletic headquarters. You'll find the men who are weight on the track and field are the fastest in the race toward the department of this store where we are always handling out gym suits, sweaters and athletic furnishings of all kinds. In all this class of goods we are known for our low prices.

Latest Ideas in Haberdashery

Neckwear, Manhattan shirts, gloves, under- wear, honesty, etc., are unfailingly shown in late offerings here.

MAYER IOWA CITY

The Home of Happy Dressers
At the Bijou.

Axel Christensen, who is at the Bijou now, had a hit of late, with his present production, the "Old Reliable," an all-stripping, all-everything, all-nothing show, in which he has gathered together all his most notable stage pictures. The performance is said to be a hit that is making possible this and other "hits" at Willner's Golden Eagle, and successful manager of Willner's Golden Eagle. (and successful manager of Willner's Golden Eagle has enjoyed the reputation of warm, true friend of the student body since he came to Iowa. Brand Clothes are known from coast to coast, and the same excellent reputation is second to no Institution of its kind ever since he came to Iowa. For many a year, the Golden Eagle has been known as a favorite."

Guy Lee Laundry... 417 Iowa Avenue... First Class Laundry... See Our Prices...

Mary S. O'Brien- Worthen Company... The All Iowa House

DENTAL SUPPLIES

For the Student and Dentist

Special Discount to Students

116 Iowa Avenue
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The IOWAN STAFF.

Ity and degree of student-unionship.
Iowa students are gaining experience in this field of work to the end of training generation.

THE DAILY IOWAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Publisher (incorporated) H. E. C. OGDEN, Managing Editor.
E. K. ADSHOLT, Managing Editor.

Extended as second-class mail matter
November 27, 1912, at the post-office at Davenport, Iowa, under Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
Per month, paid after Oct. 1, $2.25.
Per single copy, 5 cents.

Office, 22 East Washington Street.

Phone 29
(Under seal of City Citizens)
Office Hour from 4 to 6 and 7:30 to 9:30 a.m.
Business Manager, to be summoned.

Student leaders in all fields of student-unionship are doing in every city to every student to which a newsletter of interest to many such work as an opportunity to join the staff. At the same time the students are gaining experience in the work of the staff activities, and some fail to return to the university for other reasons, but always a number of students open to aspiring journalists.

Newspapers of any kind are probably one of the most valuable means of preparation for the time when college days are over. For those who wish only for general training which will help them in future life.

For the freshmen, there is still much of value.

Practical experience is obtaining papers as a part of the course of instruction. Wood A. Brus, who made a success in other fields will tell you that he was most of his ability to handle the paper as a newspaper.

For the freshmen, there is nothing or any way of getting an insight into university affairs and of making the acquaintance of university people.

In addition, there is the opportunity of working at Washington department to get university credit for the work done. There is nothing in the world more educational to the average individual than the efforts to handle the personal and social issues, as there are some reasons to think that the average graduate.

FORSKED—Bones in modern house are black from varnish. Include in this office. T. F.

New Gem shoes now ready at Stewart's.

Coldren---Tuesday, Sept. 19

The Season's Biggest Production

50 People

includes

HENRY WOODRUFF

Brilliant Beauty Chorus

MORT SINGER

The Prince of Pils

50 People

THE MUSICIANS

On seats at sunrise tomorrow.

LIKE IOWA
All That is Good
Brown's Smoke House
Affords the Best
In Cigars, Pipes, Tobaccos
24 Clinton Street.
Thos. A. Brown, Prop.

BROWN'S AMERICAN
The show No other in the East.
A. C. Brown, Manager.

BROWN'S HICKELDON
The first show of its kind in Iowa City, and still the best.
214 Washington St.

BROWN'S HICKELDON
Coming next week.
At Brown's American

THE BIJOU

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Alex Chistensen

Casper Raymond

Eugene Theodore

Production

THE ONLY BRIGHT SPOT IN TOWN

Will be here all Next Week

The Old Reliable

Chase-Lister

Theatre Co.

35 People, Band and Orchestra

In their own magnificent woodwork and electrified

come to the IST (100) Seats at 10 cts.

A new parquet seat at 25c.Ê A dinner of play and vaudeville nightly.

Opening play a four-act screaming drama

"A Wolf in Society"

ONE WEEK ONLY

COMING MONDAY, 6:35, 8:15, 9:15

BRIGHT CROSS COUNTRY

Conceived from Page 1

The event for the past two years, which is held at Chicago's own. About eight of his or her countries teams complete annually, and many shoos entering from the Mid-West (19) boys and girls (19) in service on the Iowa. The event will be won by W. B. D. in fast time. The 100 yard dash will be held just as the football game with North Western, the runners making the kick lap on the track on Iowa State, and finishing in front of the grand stand.

In preparation for the event, Coach Kellogg will make great efforts this fall to develop a fast country team here, and expect the event to amount much to it.

In working out his plans, the coach expects to get out a big batch of comrades, and may well be proud of them. They will be a great help in giving them some competition and is sure to get a line on his material for the coming spring.

Students in Residence

An automobile accident in which four university students were con-

tracted took place last evening about 7 o'clock on College street near the college. Two persons were hit by the car, carrying the body, Pare Jansen, Louise Adams and Fan-

zy Bradley, strolled on the west part of the street about 3 o'clock. Three persons, including the driver, Pare Jansen, Louise Adams and Fanzy Bradley, strolled on the west part of the street about 3 o'clock.

A number of representatives from the family and the students who have been in touch with the various schools or otherwise interested in the car accident, throwing Miss Payne out and bruising her slightly. No other damage was done.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

William Eads How, the returning bobby, went home, and another step to the Hobo Convention.

RICHMOND, VA.

Scene in connection with the George C. Beatrice trial at Manchester Court House.

BUNCH, EISENHAUER

A great oil well is on fire, and has been burning for two weeks.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Labor Day parade and the American flag used to collect money for the defense of Mr. Namara, the allied dyna-

mot, now awaiting trial in Atlantic City.

CHARLESTON, S. C.

A storm of cyclonic velocity devastates the city, American flag lost.

QUINCY, MASS.

Launching of the largest barge of the year, the "Rivardia," for the Argent selling.

DUBLIN, IRELAND.

King George V and his Queen pay a visit to their Irish subjects.

NEWARK, N. J.

Kramer successfully defenses his title as National bicycle champion, with Parker of Australia a close second.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Nathan N. Richman, champion hammer thrower, attempts to break his record at Oats Park, Newark.

CONEY ISLAND, N. Y.

Miss Blanche Golding, of Real Beach, N. Y., wins the swimming race from Balzer at Coney Island, N. Y.

Paris, France.

A group of English women's suits and gowns.

Remember all of the above, and you can find the latest week that America's America can next Wed., Sept. 29.

See All. Know All.

Stag Event on Monday

The social events of the Y. M. C. A. will be as busy as a beehive this year. The stag reception which is always given some time during the first week, is scheduled for Thursday night.

The affair this year will be held in the university armory instead of at Clip Hall as formerly.

The function will be mainly in the nature of an internal recognition that will permit the old and new foes to get acquainted and enable everyone to be back to the social of their choice. Refreshments will be served until everything possible done to see that every fellow has a good time.

214 Washington St.

Brown's Smoke House
Affords the Best
In Cigars, Pipes, Tobaccos
24 Clinton Street.
Thos. A. Brown, Prop.
CLUB-MEN, young men in business; college and high-school men; young fellows generally, who want and appreciate the best things in clothes; you’re all invited to see what we have here for you to wear in

Hart Schaffner & Marx

suits and overcoats. The styles are very smart; you’ll find nothing to match them for excellence. The fabrics are all-wool, and the tailoring perfect; a guarantee of good service and shape-keeping. We can fit anybody correctly; and the prices are easy. You’ll find our furnishing goods department the largest in town.

Military Uniforms

We have made military uniforms for twenty-one years; the same tailor having taken all the measurements during the entire time. Let us make yours. Fit, quality and workmanship guaranteed.

PROFESSOR SMITH RESIGNS

FROM IOWA ATHLETIC BOARD

Professor Smith resigns from the athletic board of the University of Iowa for one year.

CHANGES IN FACULTY

(Continued from Page 1)

Professor A. G. Smith, New Head of the Department of Mathematics

Military Uniforms

We have made military uniforms for twenty-one years; the same tailor having taken all the measurements during the entire time. Let us make yours. Fit, quality and workmanship guaranteed.

Notable Addition to Department

Made in Summer

One of the notable additions to the faculty of the liberal arts college during the summer was Louis Pelzer, a former assistant in the department of political science at Iowa and the new president of the History of the United States and a co-founder of the Department of History. The course offered by Mr. Pelzer includes the History of the Louisiana Purchase, the Building of the Western States, the Territorial Growth of the United States, and a summary of the Arkansas Post.

These courses constitute the work for the new branch of the History Department known as the History of the Western States. They are offered to be of particular interest to students in this section of the country because of its geographical location. Mr. Pelzer is looked upon as the foremost figures in western athletic history. He is at his best in the present time chairmen of the West's athletic board. The conference committee is thinking of the football officials for the coming season.

Professor Smith, the new athletic board chairman, has also resigned. The two vacancies will be filled by appointments of President Byrnes.

WESLEYAN STATES HISTORY

TAUGHT BY LOUIS PELZER
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SLAVATA & EPPEL
IOWA CITY'S NEW
CLOTHIERS
EXTEND AN INVITATION TO ALL
--COLLEGE MEN--
To Inspect Our Store, Our Stock, Our Different Lines of Merchandise and Our Method of Doing Business Before Making Purchases in Our Line
WE ARE THE HOME OF
KUPPENHEIMER
HIRSCH-WICKWIRE
SAM PECK
CLOTHCRAFT
--CLOTHES--
OUR FURNISHING DEPT
Contains the Nobbiest Assortment Ever Shown of the Best Lines the Market Affords in
SHIRTS  HOSIERY  NECKWEAR  UNDERWEAR
HEADGEAR FOR ALL
In All The New Materials Shown This Season and Made by
STETSON--SCHOBLE--MALLORY
Also the Celebrated HEID CAP
REGULATION CADET UNIFORMS
MADE TO YOUR MEASURE--GIVE US YOUR ORDER
Slavata & Eppel
24-26 DUBUQUE STREET
SUMMER NEWS NOTES

Dr. C. B. Howard of the medical faculty spent the summer in honorary stimulating and visiting work friends.

Dr. H. J. Prentiss of the department of political science of the University of California, chose its chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon for the following two years. E. Bolton of the school of engineering, attended the meeting in June. Dr. E. G. Schroeder, gymnastic director, spent the summer in charge of the faculty of liberal arts, the State University of Iowa. More details will be published in the fall.

A Complete Revolution
Deep Cut in Prices of Meat
Come in and give us a trial. We know you will appreciate the cut in price.
Every sale is a cash sale.
T. H. Watkins & Son
20 S.Clinton St.
Phone 44
Cafeteria
The Place to Get Meals

A. complete revolution in meat prices has been brought about by the opening of the new T. H. Watkins & Son cafeteria. The prices have been cut deeply and the variety of food has been increased. The cafeteria is open every day from 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Welcome Students
At Townsend's Studio
22 S. Clinton Street

Grandrath's Grocery

Exclusively Agent for The Best COFFEE CHASE AND SANBORN'S FRESH FRUITS, EGGS and BUTTER Phone 89

A Complete Revolution Deep Cut in Prices of Meat Come in and give us a trial. We know you will appreciate the cut in price. Every sale is a cash sale.

T. H. Watkins & Son
20 S. Clinton St.
Phone 44
Cafeteria
The Place to Get Meals

New Law Libraries
Arranging to change the grade of the administrative offices of the university during the summer was the installation of new desks, chairs, and other furniture in the university of California.

Historical Society Funds
At its regular annual meeting held in the Iowa City branch of the society of the history of liberal arts, the historical society received a $200 contribution from the gift of George Washington University.

A chapter of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity installed new officers for the coming year. Prof. Stavans, head of the department of mathematics, and Dr. H. J. Prentiss, head of the department of political science, to Miss Gail E. Fisk, an

WELCOME
It is with pleasure that we welcome the Students of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at Chicago.

INTEGRITY, COURTESY, FAITHFULNESS OF PURPOSE AND VALUE together with EFFICIENT SERVICE and CONFIDENCE in the foundation principles upon which this great business is conducted—We have gathered together from the world's best manufacturers an enormous volume of merchandise all of which has been marketed in the famous YETTER Way—THE SAME GOODS FOR LESS MONEY AND BETTER GOODS FOR THE SAME MONEY.

Joseph Kanak... 126 S. Dubuque St.

Students! Here is Your Opportunity
To have your Fall and Winter Suit made by a tailor that has had years of experience in tailoring who knows the business from A to Z, and one who will take your personal fitness from the time you make an appointment until the garment is done. Call and see some of the best designs from the best mills.
GREETINGS!

If Wishes Were
The Best Clothes
All Men and
Women Would be
Shafer Tailored--

But it isn't necessary to MERELY WISH for the best clothes, you can come to our store—the home of Superior Tailoring—Style and Fashion—and get them.

We will guarantee you a saving of 15 to 20 per cent. on any Garment-against the price of any other Local Tailor.

Built to your Individual Measure—Our Guarantee, "All Pure Wool". Warranted to fit and please in every respect or no sale. When you are disappointed the clothes come back to us for your money.

Our prices are no higher than you would necessarily pay for the same material in "Ready Made", "Grab Bag", "Store Worn", "Mill Fitting" "Questionable Style" clothes.

120 PATTERNS FOR MEN. 800 PATTERNS FOR WOMEN.

EIGHT DAY SCHEDULE DELIVERY GUARANTEED

"PAY LESS BUT DRESS BETTER"

TAILORS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Shafer & Co. 126 So. Clinton St.

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Tailor Made Clothes, all Hand Tailored by Men, to order and individual measure at Ready Made Prices.